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Abstract

When Internet of Things (IoT) applications become a part of people’s daily life, security issues

in IoT have caught significant attention in both academia and industry. Compared to traditional

computing systems, IoT systems have more inherent vulnerabilities, and meanwhile, could have

higher security requirements. However, the current design of IoT does not effectively address

the higher security requirements posed by those vulnerabilities. Many recent attacks on IoT

systems have shown that novel security solutions are needed to protect this emerging system.

This paper aims to analyze security challenges resulted from the special characteristics of the

IoT systems and the new features of the IoT applications. This could help pave the road to

better security solution design. In addition, three architectural security designs are proposed

and analyzed. Examples of how to implement these designs are discussed. Finally, for each layer

in IoT architecture, open issues are also identified.
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1. Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is becoming the largest computing platform [1]. With recent de-

veloped applications such as Smart Transportation [2], Smart City [3], Smart House [4], and

Smart Grid [5], IoT technologies are significantly changing our life style [6, 7]. The pervasive

interconnection of smart IoT things which are physically distributed extends the computation5
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and communication to IoT things with various specifications. Sensing capability of these devices

helps collect real-time data from the physical world directly or remotely. The analysis of the

collected data provides us the ability of building an intelligent world and making better decisions

to manage it.

IoT devices are becoming pervasive and they extend the Cyber world to the physical world,10

which creates new types of and more complex security issues and concerns. If those security

concerns cannot be adequately addressed, wider adoption of IoT applications will be greatly

hindered. For example, considering two of the typical application domains of IoT, i.e., Smart

Home and Smart Healthcare, it is essential to protect the sensitive information moving around

the system and the critical assets in the system [8, 9, 10]. The characteristics of the IoT devices,15

however, make the security design in IoT more challenging than before. These characteris-

tics include extremely large scale, low cost design, resource constraints, device heterogeneity,

preference of functions over security, higher privacy requirements, and harder trust manage-

ments. To be more specific, resource constraints often include limited computation power,

energy supply, and memory capacity. These features make it difficult to apply many traditional20

security solutions to IoT, including the widely used public key scheme and IP-based security

solution. Due to insufficient IoT security design, it is often easier to compromise IoT devices

than conventional computers. For example, Forbes.com reports a successful hack into a baby

monitor in Houston area [11]. Someone also demonstrated how to hack and remotely control

and stop a Jeep car on the road when the driver is in operation [12]. It is also reported by25

CNN Money that hackers have found volatilities in most smart home devices [13], including

Smart Plugs [14, 15], Smart Cameras [16, 17], DVRs [18] as well as vulnerabilities revealed by

researchers [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25].

Above cases illustrate the urgent needs of improving security of IoT systems. Serious conse-

quences can be expected from security breaches in IoT systems. For example, fatal accidents can30

be the result of remotely turning off a vehicle through a security breach. Current weaknesses

in IoT security may be attributed to insufficient understanding of security challenges of new

IoT systems. In this paper, we aim to conduct a detailed analysis of security challenges in IoT

systems, because we believe an intimate understanding of IoT security challenges will pave the

road to better security solution design. Moreover, the differences in security challenges between35

IoT systems and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are summarized and compared. Finally

three architectural security designs for IoT are proposed and compared. Examples of how to

implement these designs are presented and discussed. One of our findings is that, without aid of
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highly capable devices, it is difficult to achieve high level of security with the low capable devices

in the system. This observation necessitates the deployment of secure services in the new Edge40

computing paradigm [26, 27]. The contributions of the paper include in-depth analysis of IoT

security challenges, proposals of security function deployment, and identification of open issues

in IoT security designs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Importance of security in IoT applications

in the context of several typical IoT applications is discussed in Section 2. Then Section 345

overviews a typical IoT architecture. A comprehensive analysis on new IoT security challenges

is presented in Section 4, which is followed by comparisons of security challenges between WSNs

and IoT in Section 5. In Section 6 our proposal of architectural designs of IoT security solutions

are presented and discussed. We list a set of related work in Section 7. Finally, conclusion and

future work are depicted in Section 8.50

2. IoT Applications and Needs of Security

IoT is becoming the largest computing platform. It has been applied in many application do-

mains including Logistics [28], Smart Home [4], Smart City [3], Smart Health, Smart Connected

Vehicles [2], Smart Grid [5], and so on [1]. In this section, we present three typical applications

of IoT in the context of the importance of security in these applications.55

2.1. Smart Home

Smart Home is becoming increasingly popular recently [29]. Gartner’s IT Hype Cycle 2016

Report identifies that smart connected home is an emerging technology. It is predicted that a

typical home could contain 500 or more smart devices by 2022 [30]. Smart Home has the vision

of adding intelligence to everyday home objects, such as appliances, door locks, surveillance60

cameras, furniture, garage doors, and so on, and making them communicate with existing cyber-

infrastructure. The addition of intelligence to physical objects offers many benefits to better

human lives, including increased convenience, safety, security, and efficient usage of natural

resources. For example, the Smart Home can adjust the blinds to save energy based on the

environmental changes, automatically open the garage door when it senses an authorized vehicle65

approaching, or automatically order medical service when emergency is detected. In Smart

Home, traditional physical home devices become a part of the extension of the existing Internet.

If devices are compromised, the consequence can be severe. For example, successfully hacking

smart lock will enable strangers to enter the house; compromising of baby monitors can scare
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babies remotely by strangers; hacking microwave can cause fire at the home. Owners of Smart70

Home may not want to live in Smart Home if security is a concern. Instead, they may expect to

improve the safety of the house by using intelligent surveillance services [4]. In addition, privacy

of Smart Home owners need to be preserved. However, continuously collecting data from Smart

Home devices can reveal private activities of home owners as indicated in [31, 32]. It poses

serious threats to the home owners’ privacy.75

2.2. Smart Grid

The other typical IoT application is to build Smart Grid. Smart Grid has been designed and

implemented to improve the reliability, reduce the cost, and optimize the performance of the

traditional power grid systems [33]. In addition to integrating more green and renewable energy

such as wind power, geothermal heat and solar power, it also aims to improve the reliability80

and management of the traditional power grid more efficiently. Smart grid data communication

networks, which interconnect many smart grid devices, play a critical role to achieve above

goals. It not only collects the energy usage data, but also monitors the status of the smart grid

system. Many novel applications can be developed based on the smart grid data communication

networks. For instance, based on the collected energy usage information, utility companies can85

distribute and balance the load more wisely. It also helps to design a fair but scaled pricing

model by considering the unbalanced energy consumption in the dimension of time and space.

By building smart grid status monitoring applications, it is possible to identify failures in the

grid system as early as possible, and design novel fault-tolerant mechanisms to better respond

to the failures. Many techniques including automated metering infrastructure (AMI) [34, 35]90

have been proposed to build the smart grid communication networks. Having so many data

moving around this mission-critical system, security is also one of the most important concerns

in building such systems. Intrusion to Smart Grid [36] and cutting electricity supply to a

large area can cause huge physical and economical damage to the society. Analysing power

usage data can also reveal people’s daily private activities [37]. Moreover, attacks against data95

integrity [38, 39] and false data injection [40, 41, 42] can disturb the billing system of the smart

grid and mess up start grid state estimation, torture the power flow, and delay demand response.

2.3. Smart Connected Health

Smart Connected Health is proposed to improve the efficiency of healthcare systems and to

reduce healthcare costs [43]. The analysts at MarketResearch.com claim that the sector will100

be worth $117 billion by 2020. By embedding smart healthcare devices in the existing medical
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infrastructure, healthcare professionals will be able to monitor patients more effectively, and

use the data collected from these devices to figure out who needs the most attention. In other

words, by making the most of this network of devices, healthcare professionals could build a

system of proactive management based on the collected data, as it is believed that prevention105

can be more important and effective than the cure. Researchers also study techniques on how

to implant sensors into human body and monitor the health condition of these people [44].

Analyzing the collected data, healthcare professionals are able to discover behavioural changes

of patients with the disease and with the medicines during the treatments. In Smart Connected

Health, security is also a critical concern. With networked medical devices, it is convenient to110

collect data and check the status of that device, but it is also risky because instructions can be

sent to stop the function of the device [45]. It will be extremely dangerous to stop a medical

device that is critical to the life of the patient, like heart bumps. In addition, privacy can be

a significant concern in Smart Connected Health because most data collected in the system are

very sensitive medical data [46].115

There are many more IoT-based applications [6]. For example, when IoT technologies are

applied in Smart Transportation, security solutions are necessary to protect the intelligent trans-

portation systems such as navigation and safety [47, 48]. Because the focus of this paper is to

investigate security issues in IoT, we only introduce the three typical IoT applications in detail

as listed above. We can conclude that security is an essential component for most IoT applica-120

tions, and higher level of security is required comparing with many existing networked systems

since most IoT applications are critical applications that deal with persons’ daily life.

3. An Architectural View of IoT

IoT is a system that interconnects a set of large-scale and heterogeneous IoT end devices.

Large volume of data is collected and transferred in IoT [49]. Based on the analysis of the125

collected data, IoT targets to build an intelligent world [6, 50]. A typical three-layer architecture

of IoT systems is depicted in Fig 1. IoT applications run on top of the three layers, i.e., the

cloud layer, the edge layer, and the things layer. Each layer is capable of collecting, processing,

and analyzing data. Two-way communication is usually supported, although generally speaking,

much more data is streamed from the things layer to the cloud layer through the edge layer than130

the other way around.

The things layer contains huge number of heterogeneous things including sensors and ac-

tuators. IoT Things (also called end devices) are integrations of physical parts and cyber parts;
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Figure 1: An architecture of Internet of Things.

Physical parts of the things reaches deeply into the physical world, while the cyber parts bring

connectivity computability and storage. The things can be extremely different in specifications135

including computation, storage, communication, and power supply. For example, things like

smart meters are powerful enough to support heavy computation, while things like smart bulb

can only actuate some simple operations and almost have no computation power. In conclusion,

most things are resource-constrained and energy-limited. Therefore, they are not suitable to

run heavy tasks.140

Not like the things layer, the cloud layer is very powerful and has many resources available

to support heavy tasks, such as mining intelligence from a huge volume of data and implement-

ing very complicated tasks like distributed intrusion detection. In addition, there exist many

powerful tools and advanced algorithms that can be utilized to build powerful applications. The

cloud and the things are connected, but they are usually located far away from each other and145

have no direct communication channels. It is very costly to transfer all data from things to

the cloud via multiple-hop routing. Therefore, cloud is not an optimal choice to support IoT

application that have features such as high real-time requirements, extensively geo-distribution

or high mobility [51].
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The edge layer (also called the fog layer or the gateway layer) is proposed to fill the150

gap between the resource-constrained things layer and the resource-rich cloud layer. The edge

layer has become a very important layer in the IoT architecture. Usually edge devices are

directly connected to or several hops away from the things. Compared with things, edge devices

generally have more resources including power supply, computing power and storage spaces.

Having multiple communication interfaces, they can help mask the heterogeneity of the things,155

and provide other services to the things such as offloading heavy tasks. Finally, the edge devices

are mostly connected with the cloud via high speed Internet. They can easily utilize the powerful

cloud services, or they can work together with the cloud layer on heavy tasks. Therefore, the

edge layer plays a critical role in this architecture to link the things and the cloud.

In conclusion, each layer in IoT architecture has its own special characteristics. It is essential160

to make them work collaboratively to build an efficient IoT system. Deployment of IoT tasks

can be optimized by taking into consideration the characteristics of different layers.

4. Why Security is more Challenging in IoT?

Security is a must for IoT systems to protect the sensitive data and critical physical in-

frastructures [52]. Without a good level of protection, users may not adopt many IoT systems165

and applications. Security in traditional networked systems remains challenging while IoT sys-

tems bring many more challenges to researchers because of several special characteristics of IoT

systems. A thorough understanding of these challenges is essential to develop novel security

solutions. In this section, we discuss these security challenges in depth.

4.1. Integration with the Physical World170

In a typical IoT application, the cyber world is tightly coupled with the physical world. The

coupling poses extra security concerns since the physical world now can be compromised or

controlled through the cyber world, which could generate extremely detrimental consequences.

The following discussion explains some of those concerns.

Many IoT systems are mission-critical and non-interruptible, such as the SCADA systems175

used in oil and gas industry. Conventional security rescue mechanisms are often not applicable

in those scenarios. For instance, the turn off, reset, and then reboot sequence simply cannot

work because the production processes cannot halt. In addition, an IoT system consists of the

necessary cyber parts and the physical parts. These two parts must be compatible for the system

to function properly, which may be problematic. Imagine a legacy physical device that uses a180
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driver that only works with an old operating systems that is no longer supported and updated

by the vendor. Obviously, the old OS has to stay but it becomes a serious vulnerability. The

whole system may be compromised through this weakest link.

In addition, with the tight coupling of the physical system and the cyber world, compromising

one can put the other at great risks and negative impact can propagate both ways. For example,185

compromising the cyber part of the systems allows the attackers to control the physical system.

What may be in jeopardy is no longer just the sensitive and private data and information, but

possibly the physical devices as well. Considering the IoT applications such as Smart Grid

or Smart Health, there could be both financial loss and human life loss. On the other hand,

captured IoT devices could provide attackers access to coupled cyber parts. Not like more190

sophisticated traditional computing devices, many IoT devices are not sufficiently safeguarded.

Once gaining access to those vulnerable and unprotected devices, attackers can further invade

and compromise the cyber systems [53, 54].

The ultimate goal of IoT is to build an intelligent world based on analysis results of data

gleaned across the systems. Typically, control messages are often sent from the cloud or edge195

layer to the actuators or end devices to control the physical world. Along this path, the cy-

ber system could be compromised at multiple points-including all the three layers plus the

communication network. Therefore, in the IoT security design, we need to compartmental-

ize compromised systems so negative impacts will not propagate. To achieve this, we need to

study granularity access control models and mechanisms that restrict proliferation of security200

breaches [55].

4.2. Heterogeneous Devices and Communications

The value of IoT technology lies greatly in its versatility and applicability. When used for

different application domains, IoT systems often adopt various devices with disparate hardware

and software specifications. Take Smart Home as an example, the system power usage is mon-205

itored by low capable sensors that can only conduct simple calculations and provide readings

occasionally. On the contrary, home security surveillance systems need to provide monitoring

of the home area in real-time. They also need to run detection algorithms to detect abnormal

activities. In addition, in Smart Homes, we can also see very powerful devices such as smart

TV and gaming consoles that need to perform complicated computation tasks. In summary, we210

see many IoT devices that run on a wide range of operating systems using various communica-

tion channels. These heterogeneities make traditional security solutions not applicable to IoT

systems.
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Traditional security solutions often assume certain types of software systems and commu-

nication methods. Therefore, security solutions that work in Window systems may not work215

for other operating systems such as Android, iOS, TinyOS, Contiki, and mbed. In addition, IP

based security solutions including IPSec, SSL, HTTPS, and SSH cannot work in low-capable

devices such as smart meters and sensors that do not support IP-based protocols directly. As a

result, we will see different levels of security for different parts in a single IoT systems. The least

secure device becomes the most vulnerable point-of-entry and it determines the overall level of220

security of the IoT systems. Once it is compromised, other devices may be exploited as well.

In conclusion, when designing IoT security solutions, we need to adapt security algorithms

and protocols to the hardware and software specifications of the devices. Security of low capable

devices needs to be enhanced through facilitation from more capable devices. Compared to Bring

Your Own Device (BYOD) concept and its corresponding security issues [56], IoT brings a far225

more challenging computing environment that calls for effective security solutions, in which

the core should be a novel security abstraction independent of device specification, operating

systems, and communication channels.

4.3. Resource Constraints

To drive down the development and manufacturing cost, vendors often equip the IoT devices230

with limited capabilities. This results in low capable devices with various resource constraints

such as small memory space, low computation capability, low communication bandwidth and

limited power supply. For example, a typical IoT device may run an 8-bit or 16-bit system.

These resource constraints directly contribute to many of the IoT insecurities because traditional

security solutions often cannot work on low capable devices.235

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defined the high level goals of security

as data integrity, availability, and confidentiality. Mechanisms including encryption, authenti-

cation, access control, intrusion detection, and firewalls are used to help achieve those goals.

However, the inherent resource constraints of IoT greatly narrowed the possible choices of se-

curity solutions because many established security mechanisms cannot be carried out by low240

capable devices. For instance, most IoT devices cannot use asymmetric key based encryption

algorithms because the computation cost is prohibitive, even for some relatively powerful Smart

Meters such as GE I-210 [57]. In turn, for those devices, any security solution that involves

public-private key scheme, such as PKI-based security solutions and digital signature based au-

thentication, are not feasible either. For some even lower capable devices such as RFID tags [58],245
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the situation is even worse because the tags cannot even support symmetric key based crypto-

graphical algorithms such as AES, DES, and 3DES. As far as authentication is concerned, only

symmetric key based authentication or other lighter approaches can be used by IoT systems.

For example, digital signature based authentication is not applicable because it needs to use the

public-private key scheme. The other candidate, Kerberos, has its own limitations such as scala-250

bility issues and the fact that it mainly works with IP-based networks. In addition, it requires a

trusted path through which passwords are entered. Furthermore, there are also challenges to the

key distribution and key management tasks. Neither the traditional certificate authority (CA)

nor the Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm would work because they require asymmetric key

scheme. In terms of access control, intrusion detection systems, and firewalls, their application255

to IoT systems are also greatly limited due to the resources constraints since they are often

more computationally expensive than cryptographic algorithms. Take role-based access control

protocols as example, they often need to work with a big policy library, which cannot be stored

in the end devices or even some edge devices. The same applies to intrusion detection systems

firewalls. In summary, effective security design for IoT systems must be mindful of the resource260

constraints and focus on being lightweight and applicable.

4.4. Privacy

As large scale IoT systems often generate, collect, and analyze large volume of data to derive

intelligence, privacy becomes a great concern. When used in a medical domain, IoT may pose

threats to the privacy of people’s medical information. When used in smart home, IoT may265

expose one’s personal life to the outside world, which can be potentially dangerous. For example,

recent research [59] has revealed that based on utility readings, one can infer the daily activities

of the users, including private activities such as when they take showers, when they cook, and

when they leave and come home. Other personal details such as whether they have kids or what

types of diseases do they have can also be derived. IoT systems need to utilize data to achieve270

its functions, but privacy also needs to be preserved to a satisfactory level. The dilemma is

obvious and calls for solution.

There also exists a tradeoff between privacy and security. Higher privacy demand tends

to require weaker identity. Algorithms like k-anonymity [60] was designed for such purpose.

On the other hand, strong security often demands strong identity especially in authentication.275

Considering intrusion detection and firewalls, both need information traceability and linkability

to function. But these are exactly what privacy tries to avoid. Aggregation is another approach
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often taken to enhance privacy. But aggregated data often fails to provide the necessary details

required for certain security analysis. In design of IoT security solutions, privacy needs to be

emphasized, but how to achieve the most optimal balance between privacy and security is an280

open-ended question that needs to be answered.

4.5. The Large Scale

The ever-increasing scale complicates the challenges of designing security solutions for IoT

systems. First of all, the huge amount of interaction between all the devices increase the security

deployment cost significantly. Second, it is difficult to apply key management schemes that are285

already plagued with scalability issues to large scale IoT systems [61]. Third, post-deployment

system administration will be very challenging as well [62]. For example, people may fail to view

IoT devices (such as TVs, refrigerators, ACs, etc.) as devices that involves computing and need

to be secured. On the other hand, trying to manage all the IoT devices the same way we do

with traditional computing devices is impractical, both financially and technically. A potential290

consequence is that necessary security updates will not take place in a timely manner [63].

Finally, the large number of connected IoT devices greatly increases the attack space, and each

device may become the next target of certain attacks. Therefore, we conclude that the ideal IoT

security solutions should be scalable, distributed, and automatically configurable. The solution

should also be hierarchical and isolable.295

4.6. Trust Management

Trust computing is an essential component in security design [64]. With a big portion

of the IoT systems organized as peer-to-peer or ad hoc networks, trust management remains a

significant challenge in IoT as it is a challenging issue in any peer-to-peer or ad hoc networks [65].

In addition, high mobility, no global identity, and temporary relationship among IoT devices300

further complicate the design for an efficient trust solution. Finally, IoT systems usually do

not have a central administration and lack a good infrastructure to record the behavior of IoT

devices. Therefore it is difficult to generate reputation ratings for the devices. Study on novel

trust models are required to evaluate the reputation of IoT devices [66].

4.7. Less Preparation for Security305

Last but not the least, IoT security breaches are caused by little security preparation in

people’s mindset in IoT device design and manufacture; however, it is challenging to change

the people’s mind. Firstly, a lot of current IoT device manufacturers do not have the same
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level of understanding about cybersecurity as traditional cyber device manufactures. Thus, it

is difficult for them to produce high secure IoT devices in the short run; for example, many IoT310

devices will still use simple default configurations. Because of that, attackers can hack devices

by using simple hacking techniques to obtain the username and password. Secondly, because

functionality and usability are easier to sell, they are usually preferred over security and it is

hard to persuade people to invest in security. Therefore, limited security budget does not allow

to build strong security for a lot of IoT devices. A study from OEM Hub at Bitdefender [67]315

confirms above observations by pointing out that security seemed to be one of the first things

to be cut off. Moreover, many security solutions may not be considered by the market and

the users because they degrade the functionality and usability. Finally, IoT devices may be

treated as physical dummy devices and can be poorly administrated by users. Considering the

fact that so many successful security breaches in the traditional networked systems are resulted320

from insufficient security design and weak security configuration at the current level of security

administration, we will see more security problems in a less administrated system like IoT with

so many mental difficulties. How to efficiently educate and train the IoT designers, users and

administrators needs to be explored.

5. Security Challenges: IoT vs. Wireless Sensor Networks325

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the major enabling technologies of IoT [68, 69].

Security is also an important design challenge in WSN mainly caused by constrained available

resources at each sensor and the scale of sensors [70, 71]. Besides common challenges of security

design in both WSN and IoT, several differences between IoT and WSN, however, indicate that

security issues in IoT are more challenging than those in WSN because of the different charac-330

teristics of WSN and IoT as well as the different targeted applications. Detailed comparisons

in terms of characteristics of IoT and WSN are summarized in Table 1.

First, WSNs are mostly used in data collection applications, such as environmental mon-

itoring [72] and surveillance [73]. The data is typically collected by sensors and transmitted

to sinks via reliable multihop routing protocols [74]; therefore, the communication is mostly335

one direction, although the other direction is also used to disseminate control messages, which

is used to manage the sensors. In addition, these messages usually do not intend to control

the physical world, but are used to instruct sensors. Consequently, the impact of WSN to the

physical world is not as significant as IoT to the physical world. The tight coupling between the

physical world and the cyber world in IoT systems makes it essential to consider the safety of340
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Table 1: Comparison of different characterises of IoT and WSNs.

Characteristics IoT WSNs

Physical coupling Tightly coupled Monitoring the physical world

Communication Two-direction communication Mostly one-direction communication

Constraints Computation and storage and energy More on energy

Heterogeneity Heterogeneous communications and devices Mostly homogeneous devices

Scalability Very large scale Large scale

Privacy Very High privacy expectation Some privacy expectation

the physical system as a part of security design.

Second, both sensors in WSNs and end devices in IoT suffer from constrained resources;

sensors, however, may have more concerns on energy constraints [71], while some end devices

in IoT systems may have more concerns on computation capability and storage spaces because

of the low-cost design of these devices, even comparing with typical sensor boards. Sensors in a345

WSN are mostly homogeneous, but device and communication heterogeneity are more common

in IoT systems. Above heterogeneity not only brings significant challenges in interconnection,

but also makes it difficult to design a general solution that can be applied in many heterogeneous

devices. For example, in an IoT system that consists of low-capable end devices, such as RFID

and smart bulbs, which barely support any encryption algorithm, the design of the encryption350

algorithms, secure communication protocols and even architectural security designs all need to

be reconsidered.

Third, WSNs are peer-to-peer ad hoc networks. One WSN is mostly isolated from other

WSNs, and one WSN is usually designed for one specific application. Contrarily, IoT, as the

extension of the existing Internet, intends to connect many domain specific autonomous systems355

including ad hoc networks like WSNs. System-wide key management is much more challenging

in IoT than in WSNs because of the larger scale of IoT as IoT connects more number of devices

and cover more heterogeneous devices than that in connected autonomous subsystems. Random

key distribution [75, 76, 77, 78] is a widely adopted key management mechanism in WSNs, but

because it requires a centralized key pool and has good but still limited scalability. It is hard360

to apply random key distribution mechanism in IoT, considering the large scale and lacking of

central management in IoT. Polynomial based key predistribution [79, 80] also has limitations

of higher memory usage and computational overhead. It requires to design complicated key-
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distribution mechanism for various IoT applications.

Last but not the least, comparing typical IoT applications, such as smart home and smart365

grid systems, with typical WSN applications such as environmental monitoring and industrial

monitoring, more human-related data is collected in IoT applications than in WSN applications.

Analyzing collected human-centric data, sensitive activities of people’s daily life will be discov-

ered. Privacy becomes a much more significant concern in IoT systems than in WSNs. It can

even be one of the biggest obstacles of deployment and adaptation of IoT systems.370

Based on the above analysis, security requirements are higher in IoT and it is more chal-

lenging to design efficient security solutions in IoT than in WSNs.

6. Architectural Security Design for IoT

From previous sections, we can see that it is challenging to satisfy security requirements of

IoT applications. Novel security solutions are needed to achieve a high level security in IoT,375

including designs of lightweight security algorithms and protocols, efficient privacy-preserving

algorithms and protocols, safety mechanisms to protect the physical systems, and many au-

tomatous approaches to manage and configure security settings of IoT devices. Among them,

architectural security design is of the most importance and should be considered first, because

other security solutions are embedded in IoT’s new architecture as depicted in Section 3, which380

is different from the architecture of existing Internet based systems and WSNs. In other words,

the architectural security design can guide other novel security designs for IoT. In the rest of this

section, we present three typical architectural security designs, including End-to-End security

at things, security service deployed at the edge, and a distributed security model. These designs

can be used to model future security solution designs like security protocols for IoT. Moreover,385

for each type of architectural security design, we discuss the advantage and limitations of each

design and present examples that illustrate how to implement these designs. Moreover, we

identify a set of open issues for the design of each layer.

6.1. End-to-End Security at Things

End-to-End communication is essentially important in networked systems [81], including390

both traditional Internet and IoT. Protocols such as IPv6 [82] and 6LoWPAN [83] have been

designed to support End-to-End communication in IoT. Similarly, End-to-End security at Things

is also of great interests [84]. Although resource constraints at this layer limit the choices of

available security techniques, there exist necessities of deploying End-to-End secuity. First of
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Figure 2: End-to-End security at Things.

all, to ease trust management, it is better to let end devices manage security by themselves.395

Moreover, enabling End-to-End security among end devices or between the end device and other

devices is important for many IoT applications. For instance, End-to-End security is needed

in a Vehicular Network application [85], where vehicles need to work together to accomplish

collaborative tasks like driving safety enhancement. Furthermore, when End-to-End security

is achieved at the Things layer, many existing Internet based applications can be naturally400

extended to be IoT applications. Finally, end devices may want to manage security and privacy

by themselves.

One solution to support end-to-end security in IoT systems is to increase the available

resources such as memory and computational power at IoT devices so that they can utilize

traditional security solutions. The other solution is to add extra security-related hardware like405

Physically Unclonable Function (PUF) [86], which is a hardware based solution, working as

a digital fingerprint and serves as a unique identity for a device. With PUF, authentication

can be implemented like that are demonstrated in [87, 88]. The advantage of PUF technology

exists that it only requires less or comparable size of hardware (digital gates) to implement

PUF compared with other commonly used cryptographic algorithms including popular secure410

hash functions (such as MD5 and SHA) and symmetric encryption algorithms like AES [89].

Therefore PUF technology has great potential when it is implemented in IoT systems, but there

are also limitations of PUF. Firstly, not so many existing IoT devices are equipped with PUF

hardware, so we cannot assume the existence of PUF when we design IoT security solutions for

a large scale IoT system. In addition, many PUF-based IoT devices require enough memory415

to store all the challenge/response pairs [89]. It may significantly increase the cost of each

IoT device. Generally speaking, the PUF-based security solutions are attractive in end-to-end

security solution design for IoT systems, but there are still extra hardware cost to have PUF in
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IoT devices. Finally, PUF still has problem of modeling attacks and side-channel attacks [90, 91].

Besides the above hardware-based solutions, End-to-End security protocols for IoT have also420

been studied in the literature. Most of them are extensions of the existing IP-based security

solutions. Two categories of protocols are most common, including IPv6 based security solu-

tions [92, 93] and 6LoWPAN [83] based security solutions [94, 95]. When IP is supported by the

end devices as shown at the right part of Figure 2, IP-based security solutions can be naturally

extended to end devices, although the computational overhead can still be high for these devices.425

Several efforts have been made to make the IP-based security protocols lightweight. Hummen et

al. tailors HIP DEX protocol [92] for IoT applications. In their design, a comprehensive session

resumption mechanism is used to reduce the heavy cost in the handshaking caused by the public

key based encryption. A DTLS based End-to-End security architecture has also been proposed

to support two-way authentication [93].430

To interconnect end devices that do not support IP stack as shown at the left part of

Figure 2, 6LoWPAN [83] is designed to support End-to-End communication among devices

supporting various networking technologies. Security can also be integrated into the design of

the 6LoWPAN [83] protocol. Hennebert and Santos [94] review several security protocols that

have been integrated into the 6LoWPAN protocol stack. Working with 6LoWPAN, security435

can be supported at different layers, such as at the link layer and at the network layer. In

IEEE 802.15.4-2011 [96] and its amendment [97], three fields have been added to the frames

for security purposes, including frame control, auxiliary security header and frame payload.

Auxiliary security header specifies security control to identify security mode; frame counter

is used to prevent replay attack, and key identifier is utilized to define the key used in the440

communication. In the network layer, IPsec has been adapted by compressing IPsec header into

6LoWPAN frame [98]. Similarly, DTLS protocol has been considered to be compressed into a

6LoWPAN frame [93].

From above analysis, we can see that to support End-to-End security, end devices are required

to be capable of supporting IPv6 protocol or 6LoWPAN protocol. Both cases require end devices445

to have reasonable rich resources, although lightweight algorithms and protocols have been

studied. For example, most existing End-to-End security solutions utilize public key schemes in

the protocol design. ECC [99] has been utilized to reduce the overhead of the public key based

security solutions. Other lightweight security protocols such as symmetric key based protocols

could also be explored. Many end devices, however, may still be not powerful enough to support450

these lightweight protocols. End-to-End security at Things has several advantages. First, the
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end devices do not need to trust any other devices because they do not rely on other devices to

achieve security goals. Second, the system architecture is a kind of flat architecture. It reduces

management cost. Third, privacy of end devices can be better protected because they can decide

how much information to share.455

Although many research efforts have been made to achieve End-to-End security, there are

still many open research problems. Firstly it is difficult to address safety issues of end devices

because of little protection can be delivered [100]. Secondly lightweight protocols that enable

End-to-End security need to be designed. Thirdly, novel protocols are needed to handle the

heterogeneity in IoT devices. Finally, how to extend existing IP network to cover more IoT end460

devices can be studied.

6.2. Edge Layer Security Service

Figure 3: Deploy security service at edge.

Many end devices such as smart bulbs and RFID tags do not have sufficient resources to

support End-to-End security. Instead of having end devices handle security by themselves,

security management tasks may be offloaded from low capable end devices to more powerful465

edge devices. In this scenario, the end device may have to chooses to trust the edge layer,

and use the edge layer as the security agent to manage its security needs. Figure 3 illustrates

how the edge layer can be used to enhance the security of the end devices. In the figure, edge

device creates a security profile for each end device. Any access to end device or instruction

sent to end devices is taken care of by the edge layer on behalf of these end devices through470

well-designed security checking mechanism. For example, representing the end device, the edge

device makes use of an authentication protocol to mutually authenticate a third device that
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wants to communicate with the end device. Authorization can also be managed by the edge

device that decides which other devices have the right to access the data collected by the end

device or can send control commands to it. In addition, with more data available at the edge475

device and the available computation capability, the edge device can run intrusion detection

algorithms to detect attacks so that the intrusion can be controlled as early as possible.

Figure 4: The architecture of EdgeSec.

EdgeSec [26] presents an example of such a design. The architecture of EdgeSec is shown in

Figure 4. From the figure, EdgeSec consists of seven major function components, including Secu-

rity Profile Manager, Security Analysis Module, Protocol Mapping, Interface Manager, Security480

Simulation Module, Request Handler, and User Interface. Security Profile Manager registers

end devices to EdgeSec. It creates a security profile and also collects security requirements of

each end device. Based on device security profile and requirements, Security Analysis Module

decides if a specific security function will be deployed at the edge layer. Then the Protocol

Mapping module chooses appropriate protocols to satisfy the security requirements based on485

security function deployment decisions. Interface Manager is designed to mask communication

heterogeneity in end devices. After Request Handler receives the request of accessing the end

devices, Security Analysis Module will be contacted to analyze potential security risks of the

requests. Moreover, if the request is a critical request, e.g., it may cause physical damages to the

IoT system, it will first simulate the execution of the request using Security Simulation Module.490

Finally, User Interfaces allows administrators and users to interact with EdgeSec components.

The advantages of deploying security at the edge layer are as follows. First, with more

resources available at the edge layer, it can leverage these resources to offload computation-

intensive tasks, such as data encryption, key generation, and intrusion detection, from end
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devices. This is critical for end devices with very constrained resources, such as passive RFID495

tags and smart bulbs. Second, edge devices are physically close to end devices. This not only

reduces the communication cost significantly but also improves real-time performance of IoT

applications. Third, the Edge layer has more information than end devices about the whole

system; thus it is possible to deploy more optimized security management at the Edge layer.

Fourth, the relatively stable relationship between edge devices and end devices is very beneficial500

to establish trust between them by designing novel trust models. Fifth, the Edge layer can be

used to protect the privacy of end devices by utilizing secure aggregation algorithms or other k-

anonymity algorithms [60]. Finally, the Edge layer usually has high-speed connection with Cloud

and it is cost-effective for them to get security support from Cloud as needed. One limitation

of this approach is that the end device has to fully trust the edge device. In addition, novel505

security solutions are needed to enhance the security level of the edge layer. Furthermore, how

to secure the communication between the end device and the edge device remains a challenge.

Edge based security solutions attract more attention recently. Open research issues include

how to build a secure and efficient edge layer, i.e., security design to secure edge devices, how to

securely connect the edge layer with end devices using a lightweight protocol, how to organize510

edge devices to collaboratively perform complicated security functions, and how to build novel

trust models for edge and end communications. In addition, research issues such as edge-based

intrusion detection and threats analysis will be of great interests.

Figure 5: Distributed security model for IoT.

6.3. Distributed Security Model for IoT

Above edge based security solution requires end devices to trust edge devices. This can be515

risky in many cases. Authentication can be utilized to build the trust between end devices

and edge devices. Most existing scalable authentication protocols depend on public key or

symmetric key schemes, but end devices may not have sufficient resources to support these

needed operations. Compared with temporary connected edge devices, the permanent available

cloud services are more trustable to end devices in most cases. With this level of trust, the520
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cloud can provide credentials to edge devices so that the edge device can win the trust from end

devices by presenting the verifiable credential from the cloud. This idea can be implemented in

four steps as shown in Figure 5. In the first step, before the edge device starts its communication

with the end device, the edge device sends a request asking access to a specific end device to

the cloud. Then the cloud verifies the trustworthiness of the edge device either based on an525

authentication and authorization check or based on the trust score calculated from a trust model

available at the cloud. Next, the cloud issues credentials to the edge device. In the third step,

the edge device presents the credentials from the cloud to the end device and the end device

verifies the credentials. If above steps are all successful, the end device can start trusting the

edge device at the fourth step.530

The secure framework to read isolated smart meter [101, 59] presents an example that im-

plements the above design by designing a two-phase authentication protocol. In [59], the smart

meters are the IoT things, resource-constrained devices that can support neither asymmetric

cryptographic algorithms nor the IP based security solutions. The utility cloud needs to securely

read data from smart meters to build smart grid applications, but it cannot securely commu-535

nicate with the smart readers directly. Therefore, a smart reader is used as an edge device

that connects the utility cloud and the smart meters. It also helps to securely read data from

the smart meter and send them to the utility cloud. The above goal is achieved by designing

a two-phase authentication protocols that involves all three parties. In the first phase of the

framework, after receiving the data reading request from the smart reader, the cloud verifies the540

legitimation of the smart reader using a digital signature based authentication protocol and the

cloud database also confirms the legitimation of the task by checking the job schedule. Then a

credential is sent from the cloud to the smart reader. It is used to generate a one-time shared

key between the smart reader and the smart meter. In the second phase of the framework,

the smart reader completes a symmetric key based authentication using the generated one-time545

shared key and wins the trust from the smart meter. Therefore, the smart meter will allow the

smart reader to read the collected data.

Besides the trust management, cloud can help in many other perspectives of security solution

design. For example, although edge devices are generally powerful, they still may not have

sufficient resources to handle very heavy tasks. In these cases, the cloud can be very helpful in550

implementing security solutions by offloading heavy computation and storage needs at the edge

layer to the cloud layer. For instance, intrusion detection mechanisms can be more powerful

when they are implemented in the cloud in that the cloud has the capability to store and process
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a huge volume of data. Like what is indicated in [102], the intrusion can be detected as early as

possible based on the analysis of the collected data in the cloud. In addition, the cloud can be555

a better choice to manage key distribution and help to manage the security of edge layer [103].

In the above design, the end device, the edge device and the cloud work together to achieve

a high level of security. Therefore we name this architectural security design as distributed

security model for IoT. The advantages of distributed security model are three folds. First,

cloud layer service is usually more trustable than edge layer service. It can lower the risk of560

trusting the edge layer. Second, with the available resources in the cloud, many complicated

security solutions can be supported, i.e., the cloud can be compliment to other layers in security

solution design. Third, it is beneficial to distribute the security workload to multiple layers;

in other words, distributing the storage of security information helps to enhance the security.

One problem of using cloud in IoT security design is that the cloud is usually located far away565

from the end devices and they may not be able to communicate directly with the end devices.

Several performance related requirements such as the real-time requirement are not easy to be

satisfied. Moreover, using cloud to improve the security at end devices can make the security

solution design more complicated. More types of communication make it necessary to secure

all the communications. Finally, there are also requirements like that the end device should be570

reasonably powerful to support necessary security functions such as symmetric key algorithms

and secure hash functions like in [59].

The end layer, the edge layer and the cloud layer working together on security solutions is

of great interests, but there are still open research issues, such as how to distribute security

functions to each layer, how to minimize the complexity of the security solutions when all three575

layers are involved, how to maximally utilize the cloud layer resources for security design, and

how to preserve privacy when all three layers are involved in security solution design. Moreover,

how to produce distributed log files and conduct distributed security analysis across multiple

layers is the other open research issue.

In conclusion, three options of architectural security designs are available. If the end devices580

are powerful enough to support necessary security functions and have the appropriate networking

capability, it is preferred to have end-to-end security at IoT things. It is necessary, otherwise, to

offload security related tasks to the edge devices and the cloud that have enough computational

and storage capacity to support security functions. Then a certain level of trust to either

the edge layer or to the cloud layer is needed. Each above design has its advantages and585

limitations. Applications need to choose the most suitable architectural security design based
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on their security requirements and available resources.

7. Related Work

IoT has attracted lots of attentions in the recent years. There exist many efforts that focus

on how to secure the IoT systems. In this section, we lists a set of work related to this paper. A590

comprehensive survey of IoT is presented in [104]. The authors not only summarize the archi-

tecture, application and enabling techniques for IoT, but also provide a discussion on security

and privacy issues. Roman et. al. [105] present features and challenges of security and privacy in

distributed IoT. In their paper, the authors classify IoT systems into four types: centralized IoT,

collaborative IoT, connected IoT, and distributed IoT. After analyzing the features of each type595

of IoT systems, they list a set of security challenges in terms of the traditional security require-

ments and discuss promising approaches to address these challenges. Similarly, work by Jing et.

al. [106] surveys security in different layers including perception layer, transportation layer and

application layer. The paper discusses security issues in RFID, Wireless Sensor Networks, and

in network communication protocols as well as application layer protocols. Suo et. al. present600

a review of security in IoT [107]. They analyze security issues in each layer of IoT systems in

a general IoT architecture and give a review of the existing security tools. Security challenges

are discussed briefly. Security and privacy issues are also examined in [108] and [109]. They

summarize the challenges from the viewpoint of traditional security requirements and present

a brief review of the existing technologies. Similarly, Hossain et. al. review security issues and605

challenges in IoT from the viewpoint of limitations in hardware, software and networks [110].

Security challenges in the IP-based IoT system are studied in [81]. The paper reviews the ar-

chitecture design of a IP-based IoT and presents a list of security challenges in the context of

standard IP-based security protocols. IoT security challenges are also reviewed in [111]. Our

work extends [111] and differs from all above listed related work by presenting a comprehensive610

analysis on the new challenges and analyzing the security deployment problem in IoT systems.

Several open security issues are identified at each layer in the IoT architecture.

Weber provides a review of privacy issues in IoT systems from the legal point of view [112].

A list of attack models are discussed as well. In [113], Covington and Carskadden present a list

of attacks that can be launched against the IoT systems. Zhang et al. [114] describe various615

communication scenarios in IoT systems and analyzes several authentication schemes for their

application in IoT. As an important layer in the IoT architecture, security issues in the fog/edge

layer are analyzed in [115]. The authors investigate the security and privacy issues in the Fog
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computation paradigm and study the man-in-the-middle attack. Similarly, cloudlet mesh is used

to secure mobile clouds in [116]. There are also many other papers working on a specific security620

problem and proposing solutions for that problem like Sybil attack [117].

8. Conclusion

With increasing deployments of IoT systems, security becomes a key component to protect

both the cyber and the physical world. This paper first analyzes the new security challenges

presented by the features of IoT systems, especially by resource-constrained IoT end devices and625

the tight coupling of the cyber and physical world. Then three architectural security designs are

summarized to guide future security protocol and algorithm design. Advantages and limitations

of each design are analyzed in detail. Examples of how to implement each design are presented.

Based on our analysis, low capable end devices need help from the levels above in order to

achieve a good level of security of the whole IoT system.630
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When Internet of Things (IoT) applications become pervasive in daily life, security issues in IoT have 

caught significant attention in both academia and industry. Compared to traditional computing systems, 

IoT systems have more inherent vulnerabilities, and meanwhile, could have higher security 

requirements. However, the current design of IoT does not effectively address the higher security 

requirements posed by those vulnerabilities. Many recent attacks on IoT systems have shown that novel 

security solutions are needed to protect this emerging system. This paper studies security challenges 

and issues in IoT and makes the following contributions that advance the field.  

1) We analyze security challenges resulted from the special characteristics of the IoT systems and

the new features of the IoT applications.

2) We propose three architectural security designs and analyze the strength and weakness of each

design. Examples of how to implement these designs are discussed.

3) We identified a set of open security issues in the context of different layers in IoT architecture.


